
 

This guidance has been produced to provide a generic framework to guide the 
reopening and use of church premises/grounds for Outside Worship. 

Due to its general nature, it may not cover every eventuality.  

 B&SG Churches Infection guidelines (pt32a) 
“Our Calling is to respond in love and service to the needs of our communities” 

Reopening places of Worship  

OUTSIDE WORSHIP Update (18/8/2020) 

Specific Considerations:  

In the grounds of a place of worship 
• More than 30 people can pray in a place of worship or its grounds, but a risk assessment should 

be conducted and COVID-19 Secure measures implemented. The number of people who are 
able to gather will be dependent on the size of the space available and the area mark 
appropriately. 

• All religious practices should be carried out such that adherence to social distancing can be 
maintained between individuals from different households. This is to reduce the risk of 
transmission. Time spent in contact should be kept to an absolute minimum. 

• Congregational singing, chanting or shouting is not permitted,  but a small singing group up to 6 
people from different households can perform under certain conditions.  

• If possible a PA system should be used. 
• Managing Trustees can open toilets in their building following a Risk Assessment, even if the 

rest of the premises are not  generally open. 
• Any risk assessment should also consider the security of worshippers. This may require involving 

local partners such as the police for numbers. 
• Worshippers should not mingle and must leave quickly after the worship has ended. 

 
Public outdoor spaces 
• It is not illegal under coronavirus legislation to pray in a public outdoor space. A gathering of up 

to 30 people is permitted for any reason, however it should follow social distancing guidelines – 
that is, individual groups should not interact with anyone outside of the group they are 
attending the gathering with - so in a group no larger than two households or six people if 
outdoors. 

• A gathering of over 30 is not permissible, except where this has been arranged by an 
organisation such as Church, The Managing Trustees must take responsibility for ensuring a risk 
assessment has been undertaken for the gathering and it is managed in a way which minimises 
risks around transmission of the virus. Each Church Council must determine whether the activity 
planned  falls within this list of exempted organisations. 

• If anyone is considering arranging an event for more than 30 people in a public outdoor space 
they should liaise with those responsible for the open space in question to ensure that the 
event can be staged in a safe way, which includes undertaking a risk assessment that considers 
security, including the police and local council to obtain the required permission/licenses. 

 
Further information: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-the-safe-

use-of-places-of-worship-during-the-pandemic-from-4-july/covid-19-guidance-for-the-safe-use-of-

places-of-worship-during-the-pandemic-from-4-july  
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